
Number/Algebra: Multiples and factors

Multiples of a given number are formed by multiplying that number by the 
counting numbers {1, 2, 3, 4, …}.

Example:
1. The multiples of 7 are:
 7, 14, 21, 28, ...  since 7 ! 1 = 7, 7 ! 2 = 14, 7 ! 3 = 21, 7 ! 4 = 28, etc. 

2. The multiples of 6 that fall between 11 and 32 are:
 12, 18, 24 and 30  these are 6 ! 2, 6 ! 3, 6 ! 4, 6 ! 5 

Factors of a given number are numbers which divide into 
the given number exactly.

For example, 6 is a factor of 30 since 30 ÷ 6 = 5 (i.e. 30 is a multiple of 6).

Example:
To list the factor pairs of 18, form products that equal 18.                           

Factor pairs 
of 18

1 ! 18
2 ! 9
3 ! 6

1 2 3 6 9 18
©

the first 
factor is 
always 1

©
no factors of 18 between  

3 and 6 so all factors  
have been found

©
the final 
factor 
is the 

number 
itself

The factors of 18 are 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18.

Practising multiples and factors
1. List the following:

 a. multiples of 5 between 26 and 51                         

 b. multiples of 7 between 40 and 90                         

 c. multiples of 8 between 50 and 100                        

 d. multiples of 11 less than 125                           

 e. multiples of 10 less than 101                           

2. Circle the numbers which make the statement true.

 a. 5 is a factor of: 1 295 54 300 25

 b. 3 is a factor of: 1 111 369 45 29

 c. 10 is a factor of: 320 1 001 500 5

 d. 2 is a factor of: 1 001 220 325 2 002

 e. 11 is a factor of: 121 110 132 144

When finding
all the factors of

a number remember
that they occur as

factor pairs.

Mathematics and Statistics Level 4
Number strategies and knowledge: Use a range of 
multiplicative strategies when operating on whole numbers.
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Number/Algebra: The multiplication algorithm for 2-digit and 3-digit whole numbers

To multiply by a 2-digit number, multiply by the digit in the ones place first. Then multiply 
by the digit in the tens place. Add the two answers together to get the final answer.

Example: The working for 86 ! 23 is shown in steps.   23 lots is
20 lots plus

3 lots.

8 6
! 2 0
1 7 2 0

8 6
! 3
2 5 8

3 lots of 86
20 lots of 86

8 6
! 2 3

2 5 8

1

8 6
! 2 3

2 5 8
1 7 2 0

1

8 6
! 2 3

2 5 8
1 7 2 0
1 9 7 8

First multiply
86 ! 3 in the
usual way
and
record.

Then multiply
86 ! 20 and
record. (Write
down the zero
and multiply
86 ! 2)

Add 258 and
1 720 to get
the final answer
1 978.

To multiply by a 3-digit number, set your working out vertically:

Example: The working for 125 ! 115 is shown in steps.

Ones Tens Hundreds

125
! 115

625 125 ! 5

125
! 115

625
1 250 125 ! 10

125
! 115

625
1 250

12 500
14 375

125 ! 100
adding

JJ

Practising the multiplication algorithm for 2-digit and 3-digit whole numbers

1. a. 218 b. 346 c. 189 d. 79 e. 84 f. 609
  !     32  !     24  !     27  !     48  !     69  !     14

                               

                               
             
                               

2. a. 523 b. 642 c. 725 d. 824
  !     112  !     231  !     246  !     307

                           

                           

                           
        
                           

It is
important

to practise your
multiplication

without a
calculator.

Mathematics and Statistics Level 4
Number strategies and knowledge: Use a range of 
multiplicative strategies when operating on whole numbers.
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Number/Algebra: Word problems involving the four operations

In word problems you need to work out which of the operations (+, –, !, ÷) to use. You 
may need to use more than one operation if a problem has several steps.

Dividing words
quotient,

shared equally,
goes into

Multiplying
words

product,
times,
lots of

Subtracting
words

minus, less,
take away,
decrease,
difference,

how many left?

Adding words
plus, and,

more, sum,
increase,

total,
how many

altogether?

Watch
out for these
words in story

problems.

  

Example: Lindy had 125 marbles. She then bought 6 bags of marbles. Lindy now has 
269 marbles. How many marbles were in each bag that she bought?

Step 1  269 – 125 = 144  
      2 6 9
–     1 2 5

1 4 4
 

 
number and the old number.)

Step 2  Divide the number of new marbles by 6   144 ÷ 6 = 24  
6   1 4 

2
4

0 2 4
 

to find the number per bag.

Step 3 State the answer clearly.  There were 24 marbles in each bag 

Practising word problems involving the four operations     Working space

1.  Mum shares a bag of 50 sweets equally among her 3 children 
and eats the leftover sweets herself. How many sweets does 
Mum get?     

2. At sports, a class of 25 students joins another class of 20 students. 
  The teacher divides them into 9 groups. How many students in 

each group?     

3.  
each. How many kilograms have they carried altogether? 
     kg

4.  Each night Matty spends 40 minutes doing homework and Nala 
spends 45 minutes. After 5 nights, how many more minutes has 
Nala done than Matty?      minutes

5.  Andy could buy 6 gob-stoppers at 15 cents each. How many 
sweets could he buy at 5 cents each for the same amount of 
money?     

6.  A shop has 38 kg of apples and 65 kg of oranges. The apples are 
displayed on 2 equal trays. The oranges are displayed in 5 equal 
containers. What is the total weight of 1 tray of apples and 
2 containers of oranges?      kg

Mathematics and Statistics Level 4
Number strategies and knowledge: Use a range of 
multiplicative strategies when operating on whole numbers.
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Number/Algebra: Fun with the four processes!

1. Work out the answers and fill in the crossword below.

1 2 3 4 Choose any of
the methods you have

explored to help you solve the
problems involving the

4 processes below.

 

5 6

7

8 9

 Across        Down
 1. 479 + 274 + 15     1. 14 ! 54
 3. 78 ÷ 6       2. 936 – 117
 5. 2 132 + 3 798 + 3 456   4. 632 000 ÷ 2 000
 8. 1 000 – 594      6. 10 000 – 1 604
 9. 720 ÷ 12      7. 38 ! 10

2. A riddle to decode

answer to decode the riddle.

 7 ! 6 5 ! 9 132 ÷ 11 53 + 17

    

 9 ! 12 5 ! 10

  

 100 – 27 200 ÷ 4 3 ! 20 + 10 90 ÷ 2 25 ! 4

     

 1 000 ÷ 10 10 ! 7 13 ! 13 150 – 42 63 ÷ 7

     

 37 + 56 4 ! 17

  

 5 ! 20 9 ! 8 5 ! 9 25 + 25 1 000 ÷ 20 11 ! 3 344 ÷ 8

       

 50 + 23 25 ! 2 210 ÷ 3 20 + 25 5 ! 12 7 ! 10 + 3 4 ! 3 200 – 130 3 ! 30 + 3 6 ! 12 1 000 ÷ 10 (19 – 11)2

            

KEY:  A = 12 C = 72 D = 108 E = 60 H = 45 I = 93 L = 33 M = 73 N = 68 
O = 50 S = 100 T = 70 U = 169 W = 42 Y = 9 ? = 43 ! = 64

3. What number am I?
 a. I am a multiple of 6 b. I am an odd number
  I am less than 50  I am less than 100
  I am more than 30  I am a multiple of 7
  I have 8 as a factor  I have exactly three factors
  I am         I am       

Mathematics and Statistics Level 4
Number strategies and knowledge: Use a range of 
multiplicative strategies when operating on whole numbers.
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Geometry/Measurement: Reading scales

Melanie needs to know her weight for the soccer team trials.   

Melanie 46 kg

kg

40

50 60
70

 
She uses the bathroom scales. There are 5 graduations (divisions) 
between 40 kg and 50 kg.

Each graduation is 10 ÷ 5 = 2 kg

Melanie’s weight is 40 kg plus 3 lots of 2 kg which is 46 kg.

Practising reading scales
1. The football team lined up for the season’s weigh-in. Write down each player’s weight.

 a. 

Matthew kg

kg

40

50 60
70

 b. 

Stuart kg

kg

40

50 60
70

 c. 

Russell kg

kg

40

50 60
70

 d. 

Sione kg

kg

40

50 60
70

 e. 

David kg

kg

40

50 60
70

 f. 

Mark kg

kg

40

50 60
70

2.  Six different pointer positions are shown on this dial 
showing tonnes.

 a. How many tonnes in each graduation?      t

 b. Write down the mass each pointer is showing.

  A.      t B.      t C.      t

  D.      t E.      t F.      t 

3. Read the measures indicated by the pointers. Include units (t or kg) with your answers.
a.

50 100 tonnes

A B

A B

b.

100 200 300 tonnes
C D

C D c. E F

200 400 600 kg
E F

4. Tricky measures
 a.  How does the Ministry of Transport work out the mass of the load a truck is carrying

  without unloading the truck?                          

 b.  A recipe requires 4 kg of flour. The baker’s digital scales have broken down and he is 
forced to use balance scales. Unfortunately he only has a 3 kg weight. He knows the 
bag of flour weighs 5 kg. How will he measure out 4 kg of flour?

Mathematics and Statistics Level 4
Use appropriate scales, devices and metric units 
for weight (mass). Interpret and use scales.
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Geometry Measurement: Temperature

The temperature of an object is a measure of how hot or cold that object is. 

Metric units of temperature 
Temperature is measured using thermometers.

Examples:

   

°C
35

36
37

38

39
40

A

°C

B

0 10 20 30 40 50–10

–20

–10

0

10

20

ºC
30

60

120
150 210

180

240

27090

300
350

ºC

C D

The standard metric measurement  
of temperature used in New Zealand  
is degrees Celsius (°C) or centigrade.  
On the Celsius scale the  
freezing point of water is zero  
degrees (0 °C) and the boiling point  
is 100 degrees (100 °C).  
Temperatures below freezing point are negative e.g. 20 degrees Celsius below freezing 
point is written –20 °C (negative twenty degrees Celsius).

Example: Some everyday objects and their temperatures are shown.

180 °C70 °C30 °C–20 °C 180 °C70 °C30 °C–20 °C 180 °C70 °C30 °C–20 °C 180 °C70 °C30 °C–20 °C

Temperature extremes occur throughout the 
universe. The coldest temperature possible is 
called absolute zero and is equal to –273 °C.

Practising temperature
1.  Fill in the letter showing which of the four thermometers above would be used in the 

activity shown.
 a. cooking in an oven     b. clinical medicine    

 c. storing in a freezer     d. meteorology (weather and climate)    

2.  Read the temperatures on the thermometers below and write them in the boxes.
 a. b. c. d. e. f.

  

°C

37

38

39

40

°C

–20

–10

0

°C

–20

0

20

°C

–10

0

10

°C

40

60

80

°C

0

10

20

    °C    °C    °C    °C    °C    °C

3. a.  Mary complained that she was feeling unwell. Her mother took her temperature and

  it was 37 degrees. Did she have a high temperature?                

 b.  Jake cooked his batch of scones at 50 °C for 10 minutes. What was the likely result?

 c.  On Wednesday Miro saw on the New Zealand news that the  
temperature was likely to be in the thirties the next day.

  What sort of clothes would he be likely to need on Thursday?

Mathematics and Statistics Level 4
Use appropriate scales, devices and 
metric units for temperature.
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Statistics: Statistical investigations – data collection

Statistics involves collecting and making sense of data (pieces of information). The statistical 
enquiry cycle (PPDAC) shows the five key stages of a statistical investigation.

Plan
How will you collect your
data? (E.g. surveys, tally

charts, etc.)

Data
How will you manage and
organise the information

you have collected?
(E.g. tables)

Analysis
Use observations, graphs (to

see trends, patterns, outliers, etc.)
and statistics (e.g. averages) to

make sense of the data.

Purpose
What question will you
investigate? What are

the variables?
Conclusions

Write a report answering the
question, with reasons based

on your analysis (graphs
and statistics).

Various graphs  
can be used.

Example:

8 3 5

7 4 4 6 7

6 3 5 7 8

5

4 1

Stem-and-leaf plot

8 3 means 83 sales

Dot plotLine graph of profit

Daily sales of ice-pops Test results out of 15
0 5 1 0 15

1 2 3 4 5 6

$

Pr
of

it

Years since start of business

A           is a pattern as time passes. 
In this graph there is an upward
trend in the profit line.

An             is an unusually
high or low score. In this data
set 41 is an outlier.

A             of scores
is grouped closely
together. The dot plot
shows a cluster of 
scores around 10.

outlieroutlier

clustercluster

trendtrend

Data collection
Data are often collected using questionnaires 
and surveys. Word your questions carefully to get 
useful data – it is useful to supply a range of possible 
responses from which to choose (tick the box), or a 
rating scale on which to mark a response.

What did
you think of the
Avatar movie?

I was
blown away.

Example:
‘What did you think of the Avatar movie?’ is a vague question with too many possible 
answers, so the resulting data would be hard to manage.

A better question would be: How would you rate the Avatar movie? (mark the scale)
Bored senseless Kept me awake Moderately entertained Quite exciting Blown away

With a rating scale, responses will fall into easily managed categories.

Mathematics and Statistics Level 4
Plan and conduct investigations using the statistical enquiry cycle, 
determining appropriate variables and data collection methods.
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Statistics: Bar graphs

Discrete data or category data (like colours) are  
often collected using tally charts. These tally charts  
are summarised into frequency tables.

Bar graphs are often used to display these types of data.

Example: Melissa did a survey of colours of cars in a parking area:

Colour Tally Frequency

30
25
20
15
10

5N
um

be
r 

of
 c

ar
s

Colours of cars in parking area

Red White Grey Black Blue
Colours

0

Red      29

White    18

Grey   12

Black    20

Blue  6

Total 85

Double (or triple) bar graphs are used to  
display more than one aspect of the data, so  
that values can be compared.

Using a
ruler improves
accuracy when

reading
frequencies from

a graph.

 Example:
  There were 18 red  

2-wheel drive and  
11 red 4-wheel drive  
vehicles in Melissa’s  
survey. 

20

15

10

5

N
um

be
r 

of
 v

eh
ic

le
s

Colours
Red White Grey Black Blue

Colours of cars in parking area

Key: 2-wheel drive vehicles
4-wheel drive vehicles

 

Practising bar graphs
1.  A class of Year 8 students was 

asked to name their favourite 
birthday-party activities. The bar 
graph shows the results.

 a.  How many students were 
surveyed?   

 b.  How many students chose 
Laser Force?   

 c.  What was the least popular 

15

10

5

N
um

be
r 

of
 S

tu
de

nt
s

Movies Laser
Force

Rocknasium Hot
pools

Favourite birthday activities

Activities

Bowling

  birthday party activity? 

 d. How many more people chose movies over hot pools?   

 e.  What two activities would have to be chosen to guarantee you would keep more

  than half of the class happy?  

Discrete data
are collected by counting,
for example the number of
apples on each tree in an 

orchard.

Mathematics and Statistics Level 4
Sorting and displaying multivariate category and measurement data to detect 
patterns, variations, relationships and trends. Comparing distributions visually 
and communicating findings, using appropriate displays.
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Statistics: Displaying data – pie graphs

Pie graphs use a circle so that frequencies can be shown as proportions (fractions) of the 
total frequency.

Example: The pie graph shows weekly family expenses of $600. 
The circle has been divided into 12 equal parts, each of size $50. 
 $600 ÷ 12 = $50 

Family expenses of
$600 per week

Food

Clothing

Petrol

Mortgage
repayments

Other

Clothing takes up
2 sections, so 2 lots of $50

which is $100 is spent on
clothing each week.

The pie graph shows 
that clothing and petrol 

together make up 1
4

 of

the weekly expenses.

Food and clothing make up 1
2

  
of the weekly expenses.

Practising pie graphs
1. Use the pie graph above to answer these questions.

 a. How much money is  b. How much money is 
  spent per week on petrol?      spent per week on food?    

 c. How much money is spent  d. What fraction of the weekly 
  per week on the mortgage?      expenses is spent on food? 

 e. Which type of expense takes the most money? Circle one.

  Petrol  Clothing  Mortgage  Food  Other

2.  360 people were surveyed to find out their favourite      

Asics

Adidas

Nike

New
BalanceO

th
er

Puma

Favourite brand
of sports shoes

 
brand of sports shoes. The results are shown on the graph.

 a.  The pie graph has been divided into 18 equal parts  
to represent 360 people. How many people are 
represented by each part?      

 b. Which brand is the most popular?      

  How does the graph show this?

 c. How many people chose as their favourite brand:

  i. Nike?        ii. Puma?      

 d.  90 people chose the same brand of sports shoes 
as their favourite. Which brand did they choose?      

 e.  Two brands make up 50% of the favourite brands in the survey.

  Which two brands?             

 f. Which brand is twice as popular as Puma?      

 g. What angle does ‘other‘ sports shoes make at the centre?      

Mathematics and Statistics Level 4
Sorting and displaying category data to detect 
patterns, variations, relationships and trends.
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Answers

8. 

14.86 16.258.3

12.4 6.42
12.25 4.17

3.7

1

7

6

4

3 5 2

8

Number/Algebra: Fun with fractions, decimals and percentages (page 54)

Across clues
1. 37
2. 18
4. 6
7. 100
8. 89
10. 70
11. 75
14. 9
15. 18
16. 25
17. 250

Down clues
1. 32
3. 84
5. 40
6. 18
9. 96
10. 75
12. 55
13. 58

The code is: ‘WHAT A BRAIN BOGGLER!’

1 
3 7

2 
1

3 
8

4 
6

2
5 
4 4

6 
1

7 
1 0 0 8

8 
8

9 
9

10
7 0

11
7

12
5 6

5 5
13

5
14

9
15

1 8
16

2 5
17

2 5 0

Number/Algebra: Number patterns (page 55)
1. a. 35, 31, 27 Rule: Take away 4 from previous term

 b. 65, 105, 170 Rule: Add the previous two numbers together to get the next term.

 c. 32, 64, 128 Rule: Double the previous term (multiply by 2)

 d. 18, 21, 24 Rule: Multiples of 3 (or add 3 to the previous number)

 e. 100, 10, 1 Rule: Divide previous number by 10

 f. 256, 1 024, 4 096 Rule: Multiply previous number by 4

2. a. Place 1 2 3 4 5 6 10 b.   Starting at 8, add 4 then 6, then 8, and so on, 
increasing the amount added by 2 each time.Value 8 12 18 26 36 48 62

3. a. 16, 2, 1 Rule: Divide by 2

 b. 250, 6 250, 31 250 Rule: Multiply by 5

 c. –1, –7, –13 Rule: Subtract 3

 d. 16, 49, 64 Rule: Square numbers (or add 3, add 5, add 7, and so on)

 e. 4, 64, 128 Rule: Double (multiply by 2)

 f. 2
8

 (or 1
4

), 6
8

 (or 3
4

), 7
8

 Rule: Add 1
8

 g. 30, 20, 2 Rule: Subtract 1, then 2, then 3, and so on

4. first term = 9, tenth term = 72
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Answers

5. a. 20 b. 1 c. 1 d. 8 e. 8 f. 1 g. 1

 h. Yes (1 + 1 + 8 + 8 + 1 + 1 = 20)

Geometry/Measurement: Compass bearings (page 92)
1. a. 135° b. 225° c. 315° d. 000°

2. a. 075° b. 210° c. 140° d. 320°

3. a. 110° b. 240° c. 050° d. 280°

4. a. NW  or  315° b. SW  or  225° c. NE  or  045° d. E  or  090°

 e. W  or  270°

5. a.             b. 

 
270°START

180°

90°

     

180°

135°

270°

N

START

 c. 

225°

180°START

        d.           e. 

                    

START 200°

N

180°

20°

         START

100°

280°

 f. a, d, e  g. Course c, 5.7 km

Geometry/Measurement: Locations using grid references (page 94)
1. a. i.  P = (G,2) ii.  Q = (B,6) iii.  R = (A,8) iv.  S = (D,3) v.  T = (E,5)

 b. U = (B,2) a point 2 units above B on the graph

2. 12
11
10

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

A B C D E F G H I J K L

 3. Student answer.
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Answers

Geometry/Measurement: Latitude and longitude (page 97)
1. a. F b. E c. H d. B e. A f. G g. D

Geometry/Measurement: Transformations (page 98)

1. a.  b.  c.  d. 

 e.  f.  g.  h. 

2. a.  b.  c.  d.  e. 

3. a. D b. 2, 2 c. 1, 5 d. False

Geometry/Measurement: Symmetry (page 99)
1. a. C b. D 2. a.  b. 

 c. A d. B

3. a.    4. a.  b.  Yes (it fits onto 
itself twice in a 
complete turn).

 b.  4, as marked with  
dotted lines

Geometry/Measurement: Fun with symmetry – in nature (page 100)
1. a.  b.  c.  d. 
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Answers

2. a. b.

e.d.

c.

f.

3. Student answer.

Geometry/Measurement: Tessellations (page 101)
1.  2. 

3.     4. 

  hexagons and equilateral triangles   one possible shading pattern shown here
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Index

24-hour time 107

2-dimensional (2-D) 80, 90

3-dimensional (3-D) 87, 90

A
absolute zero 
(–273 °C) 122

acute angle 78

acute-angled triangle 80

adding decimals 42

adding fractions 31, 32

adding integers 26

addition algorithm 5, 42

addition strategies 5

adjacent angles 79

algebraic equation 67

algebraic expressions 61

algebraic formula 63

analogue clock 107

analysis (statistical) 134

angle 78

angle rules 79

angles at a point 79

apex 87

arc 85

area 125, 127

arrow diagram 70

associative 9

averages 137

axes 140

B
back-to-back stem-and-
leaf graphs 141

balance (bank) 27

bar graph 138

base (prism or pyramid) 87

base angles (isosceles 
triangle) 80

base unit (metric 
system) 105, 112, 117

basic facts 13, 22

bearing 92

BEDMAS 47

benchmark fractions 29

bias (statistical) 136

boiling point (100 °C) 122

brackets 61

C
capacity 131, 132, 133

category data 138

centi (c) 112

centimetre (cm) 112

centre (circle) 85

centre of enlargement 103

certain (event) 155

chart 110

chord 85

circle 85

circumference 85, 123, 124

clockwise 92

cluster 134

collecting data 134

common denominators 32

commutative 9

compact form 1

comparing fractions 29

compass (construction 
tool) 85

compass points 92

compatible numbers 5, 7

compensate 5, 7

conclusions 
(statistical) 134, 141

congruent 80

construct (geometry) 81, 
83

continuous data 149

conversion 112

convert (fractions, 
decimals, percentages) 49

convert (metric units) 112

counting numbers 4

counting on 5

cube (of a number) 23

cube (prism) 87

cube root 23

cubic units (mm3, cm3, 
m3) 129

cuboid 87

D
data 134

data collection 134

deca (D) 112

deci (d) 112

decimal fraction 37

decimal places 40

decimal point 40

decimals 39, 40

degrees (°) 78

degrees Celsius (°C) 122

denominator 28

density 119

diameter 85, 123
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